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Zier won't return for
Fall '00 semester

This Week...
International tug of war reach
es its finish
p.6
In late November of last
year, a young Cuban boy was
found off the coast of Florida
floating in an inner tube. He
was brought in, cared for, and
given to the temporary cus
tody of relatives he had in
Florida, mainly his great un
cle Lazaro Gonzalez.
'Keeping the Faith' is an uplift
ing story of friendship.
—
p.10
A priest walks into a bar,
no, this isn't a joke, it is the
opening of the film "Keeping
the Faith." Edward Norton
directs the spirited film about
two best friends, a priest and a
rabbi, who fall in love with a
workaholic woman.
Softball scramble
p.16
Business as usual for the
Tigers. Extra innings, grand
slams, fielding muscles, all in
a day's work. In town to share
the fun was Big West Confer
ence foe New Mexico State.

nar program, participating in
University events such as Con
vocation, Founders Day and
University Chaplain Mark Diversity Week as well as act
Zier won't be returning to Pa ing as a representative of the
cific next fall. In what some University to its founder, the
consider a surprise move, the Methodist church.
Division of Student Life has
While details of the rede
elected to remove Zier from his fined chaplain's role have not
post in the wake of redesigning been finalized they are not like
the chaplain's position. This re ly to include many academic
definition will not affect any duties.
other staff in the chaplain's of
"... I think as we look at the
fice.
job description for the new
"We are eliminating the po chaplain that will be a very di
sition as it's currently defined minished part of that if in fact
and we will be redefining it at all. We'll be redefining that
with different responsibilities position in the months ahead
to be performed and different but I think we're all clear on its
qualifications for the job," said primary focus," said Cham
Judy Chambers, vice-president bers.
of Student Life. "The»primary
The new duties and respon
focus of the University Chap sibilities of the redefined chap
lain will be to provide pastoral lain will most likely not be
counseling and spiritual lead completed until late summer or
ership to students."
early fall at which time a na
Currently the chaplain ful tional search for a new chaplain
fills a host of duties including will be conducted.
academic work in religious
As of press time, between
studies and the Mentor Semi
See Chaplain, page 2
TRENT ALLEN

Editor-in-Chief

ouuui/ west wui ve nume to humanities students next fall.

Planning continues on
Humanities Center
JLJLIANNA FOMENKO

Staff Writer

Huge plans entail the
erection of a new, two story
building—holding: on the
first floor the Italian Cultur
al Center, and UOP's Hu
manities Center on the sec
ond floor.
Patrick Cavanaugh, Vice
President of Business and
Finance has been the dri
ving force behind this new
project. Explains Ca

vanaugh, "Our original
plan was to put the human
ities center on the first floor
of South/West Hall. How
ever, it became clear that it
was going to be difficult to
do renovations that would
accommodate for future
faculty and student inter
action.
Cavanaugh produced
blue prints of the future
site. He said, "The Pacific
Humanities Center does
See South/West, page 2

COPA barbecue and elections to be held today
CHRIS HOFFMAN

Hand Hall Lawn and will in
clude many forms of entertain
ment ranging from a live band
Good food and plenty of en and outdoor sports to jugglers
tertainment are in store for those and magicians, courtesy of en
who choose to attend theannual tertainment coordinator Austin
College of the Pacific Associa Roleffs.
tion (COPA) barbecue today
The barbecue will run from
This event will take place on approximately 5:30- 7:30 p.m.
Staff Writer

•>-

Weekend

WEATHER

Friday
Mostly cloudy with a high of
69 and low of 49
Saturday
Partly cloudy with a high of
73 and low of 50
Sunday
Partly Cloudy with a high of
75 and low of 50

Dan Borllk and Tracy

change from dining hall food
that they have expressed.
Vice president of COPA, Sara
Ross, commented on this issue.
She said, "We were supposed to
go through the university din
ing services, but our argument
was that it's the students' mon
ey and we should get the food
that we want."
It is COPA's hope that next
year's barbecue will be catered
by In and Out Burger. Unfortu
nately, they could not provide
the mass quantities of food de
sired by COPA in the time frame
available this year. However,
they are very interested in pro
viding food for the upcoming
year and arrangements are al
ready being made.
The purpose behind this
event is to create an entertaining
tf environment in which students
I and faculty can have an oppor|
tunity to interact outside the
a classroom and to facilitate

and promises to be a change
from thedining hall scene. Ham
burgers, hot dogs and various
side dishes will be on hand for
consumption. COPA has pur
chased all the food for this event,
instead of contracting the uni
versity dining services, in an at
tempt to give students the

Tellyer man the grill, cooking hamburgers at last year's COPA barbecue

See COPA BBQ, page 4
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homes to the needy
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Just when we have lost faith
in all collegiate humanity, there
comes a group who turns the
around' During spring
P
T7
S
p ions tosunbathe in Cancun
and traveled instead to Washw partl°pate in a
Habitat for Humanity Interna-

SK °iStude"tS1fron]
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P<uJi^n
Kr,,Pl n

not only build houses for un
derprivileged people, btit also
h> meet with many of our nadon's leaders
The group worked 8 to 4
.
p m. March 14-17 doing a variety of general construction includin§ dry-walling, framing,
and siding. In the evenings
they went sight-seeing around
the D.C. area and got the
chance to meet with California
representatives.

"The purpose was just to
lip connect with our nation's leadC^pe™ned a ers and do some service work
group of 10 students on the east while we were at it," said
coast excursion: Leisa Cam- Deanes, who is the Farley
\an

.

exist, but there is no current
location for it per se. The
P.H.C. is a consortion of hu
manities departments that
develops programs for the
consolidation of themes, ac
tivities, and scholarships that
work around the Humanities
Department.
The new location of the
Humanities Center currently
being explored would be an
adjunct to the newly pro
posed Italian Cultural Cen
ter, at [roughly] where the Z
Building is now.
"The I.C.C. is a facility pro
posed by the Pacific Italian
Alliance, which provides
classes to community resi
dents who have an interest in
the Italian language and cul
ture. Eventually, it was
brought to our attention that
the ICC building would be a
logical location for the Pacif
ic Humanities Center as well.
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Ragurndin, Michelle Rajoy, Billie Yogia and Courtney Zuras.
In Partaking of this project,

students got the opportunity to

head resident assistant.
According to Deanes, the representatives were curious as to
<<what was going on in our
area, what our concerns were."
D.C. Habitat for Humanity is
See Farley, page 5
House

Chaplain

it has not been done," said Zier.
The formation of an adviso
ry committee was also a recom
Student Life, the Chaplain and mendation of a report submit
Human Resources no one was ted by the task force on
able to provide The Pacifican religious life created by Presi
with a copy of the chaplain job dent Donald DeRosa. While
description as it now stands.
the report did make recom
Other changes being made mendations regarding the
to the position will create a chaplain's role there was noth
chaplain's advisory committee ing to suggest a reorganization
according to Chambers.
of this type for the position.
"I have[for] two years in a
"I was in the process, from
row now suggested slates of the time that I got the recom
candidates for that committee mendations in early January, of
but it is not mine to appoint implementing those recom
and so I have not done that and mendations that were to fall to
Continued
ted froi
from page 1

me with no indication that
there was anything else that
was going to happen," said
Zier.
Some faculty wishing to re
main anonymous have raised a
concern that Zier is being sin
gled out for comments he
made against the University at
a WASC meeting.
"I have no knowledge of
what he said and I can guaran
tee you it was no factor in our
decision to redefine this job,"
said Chambers.
Zier has yet to announce any
future plans.

THE PACIFICAN
"A second story would just
be added on. The second
floor would hold UOP's vari
ous Humanities depart
ments: English, Philosophy,
Religion, Film Studies, Clas
sics, Modern Language and
Literature studies.
In regards to funding, the
PIA has agreed to raise mon
ey for their portion of the
Center, while UOP's funding
will be enacted through loans
and students' tuition money.
The total cost of the PHC will
end up being somewhere
around $2.5 million."
Cavanaugh concluded,
"This project will go under
way as soon as we get ap
proval and close our loan in
June."
Dr. Gaye Walton-Price, di
rector of the Humanities Cen
ter, also has plans regarding
the future of Humanities
studies. "The first floor of
South/West will be used for
housing students interested
in Humanities studies, or

those currently enrolled in
the Humanities.
"This floor of South/Wesl
will be designated as a cul
tural and activities center.
The central area of the first
floor will be a reception area,
adjacent to this area will be a
gallery space, and opposite,
will be a seminar room where
meetings will be held.
"My office will be large
enough to accommodate ex
tra office hours that various
Humanities professors will
be devoting to students, in
addition to their regular of
fice hours."
The reasoning behind cre
ating an interactive residen
tial facility for Humanities
students comes from the ini
tiative to promote student
awareness. Walton-Price concluded,
"The Humanities studies
help enrich students' daily
lives, and elicit an awareness
of our connection to one an
other."
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IT'S NOT TOO LATE
to tile your 2(NXM>1 FAfSA

PUBLIC SAFETY REPORT

March 30 through April 5

Theft
Where
Townhouse Complex
Vandalism
Where
Grace Covell

When
Aprl

WJM!

Aprl
Aprl
Aprl
Aprl

Where
Lot #6 (by Carter House)
Lot #6
North ServiceRoad
Grace Covell

When
Mar 30
Mar 29-30
Mar 30
Mar 31

Burglary

Where
CasaJackson

What
Fire extinguisher glass door
broken
Vehicle tires slashed
Emergency telephone damaged
Broken window
Basement door broken

Aprl

Lot #7 (behind fraternities)
George Wilson Hall
Grace Covell'
EiselenHall

Miscellaneous

Loss
Cash from wallet

HSl

When
Mar 30

Loss
Window smashed—CDs taken
Disc changer—CD player taken
Window smash—loss unknown
Cellular telephone
What
Students smoking marijuana

File electronically at

www.f af sa.ed.gov
OR COMPLETE AND MAIL THE PAPER
FAFSA OR RENEWAL FAFSA

FOAMI AVAflAili IN TMfc FINANCIAL AIO OFFICE

FINANCIAL AID OFFICE • HAND HALL
The Public Safety Report is prepared by Associate Director of
Safety Jerry Houston and published each week in The Pacifican.
Questions should be directed to Jerry Houston at
946-2537

.APRIL 13, 2000

How To Register:
Pick up registration form at the Career
S Internship Center in the Main Gym

Special Rules:

Teams MUST be Co-ED and have equal number of male & female
players. Team limit is 10 players. A $50 refundable deposit is due at
time of registration. The first 8 teams with completed registrations will
be admitted to the tournament

J
rv&

-

For additional details, call: 946-2361

Enterprise
rent-a-car
SPONSORED BY ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR & CIC
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Theta and Phi Pelt unite in a cause for the kids
CHELSEA SIME

Staff Writer

Going Greek is not all parties
and rivalry. There is a surpris
ingly large amount of philan
thropic effort that goes into it.
On March 8, Kappa Alpha
Theta and Phi Delta Theta band
ed together to entertain a group
of children from Meny Grahm's
Children Center, one of their
main charities.
The project included three
hours of fun at Oak Park, in
Stockton. The Greek members
amused the kids by playing
kickball, soccer, Frisbee and Red
Rover. A barbecue lunch was
also provided.
Theta co-service chair Sara
Laflin said, "We usually try to
do something with Merry
Grahm's, but thisis the first year
that we've done this with Phi
,

Delt.
"Usually we just raise money
for the shelter, but we thought
it would be more personableac
tually working with the chil
dren," said Rachelle Siskin,
Theta co-service chair.
Brad Von Dessonneck is the
service chair for Phi Delta Theta
and helped in organizing the
event.
According to Becky Cathcart,
freshman and Theta member,
each girl in the house has to par
ticipate in two service projects
per semester or she will be
charged an extra fee.
Cathcart said the reason she
chose this particular experience
was "because we got to see kids,
and I never see kids!"
It is a positive experience for
UOP students to get involved
with the community at any lev
el. "It's a chance. for
us to have
««»«««
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thp kids.
kirk
fun and get to know the
It's a good opportunity for us to
get off campus and them to get
out of the shelter," said Siskin.
Merry
m
e r r y Grahm's
o r a n m s CChildren
hildren

fjL.ik

Psntar
i
Center houses kids whose
ages
range from 6-18. The kids live
and attend school in the center.
Children end up at Merry
G r a h m ' ss for
f o ra
a r i e t y of
o f reasons,
reasons,
Grahm
a vvariety

n
, ,there
1
Some
were placed
by children protection agencies, others
had problems in foster care, but
nearly all of them are victims of
s o m e sort
s o r t ooff family
fan
some
problems.

est memory was while at Pacif*C JeP^e<^' her name is Marsha. Marsha and Ronald

Loveridge have been married
for 39 years and continue to remain devoted to Pacific.

C.OP alumnus makes good as Riverside's mayor
KKLA
IA JORCENSEN
JORCENSEN

Loverid
vp TPPPIVPH
whiloin
of
Loveridge
received while
in at

Managing Editor

"People Serving People" is
the city of Riverside's motto.
A fellow All America City,
Riverside boasts a fine Califor
nia history, and a fine mayor.
Mayor Ronald Loveridge has
been committed to Riverside's
excellence since 1994 and grad
uated in excellence from Pacif
ic (then COP) in 1960 and re
cently paid a visit to the
orange and black.
Loveridge made his mark
while at Pacific and has contin
ued his achievements even into
the year 2000. What Pacific
gave him was "leadership, ac
cess and opportunities. I was
elected to offices three times at
Pacific. Civics gave one the.
chance to participate in the life
and times of the campus."
Academics were high on his
list of values.The lowest grade

COPA elections, said a COPA
representative. According to
Ross, Last year'sbarbecue was
a huge success, one of the high
est turnouts ever. We even had
Dean Benedetti out there play
ing volleyball. It was fun."
Aside from the live entertain
ment and food, this barbecue
also serves to gather all the
members of College of the Pacif
ic (COP) together in one place
for elections. Every year elec
tions are held during the COPA
barbecue and all COP students

tendance at Pacific was a B+.
His academic foundation dur
ing his undergraduate work
gave him "focus and inspira
tion to go to graduate school at
Stanford." While at Stanford,
he received his MA and Ph.D.
in political science. School was
so important to him that he
gave up a chance on the varsity
basketball team because he felt
school came first. "The coach
said that basketball was our
number one priority, every
thing else came second. But I
thought, that's not why I'm
here. And that was my one day
on the varsity basketball
team." Loveridge did find the
time, however, to contribute
four years to playing tennis.
His love for the game was
obvious, and then his passion
turned toward his job.
Loveridge almost lost his life
in 1998 by a gun shot to the

are encouraged to cast their
votes for president, vice presi
dent, office manager and class
representatives. Additional po
sitions include seats on various
committees including courses
and standards, curriculum, COP
council, and clubs and activities.
Write-ins are encouraged for
most of these positions, as many
of the candidates are found dur
ing the COPA barbecues.
President of COPA, Irina
Moga, explained, "We get a lot
of our officers from write-ins.
They have a lot of fun at these
barbecues and want to get in
volved with the organization."

„£ 1_ •
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back of his neck. Riverside also
became an All America City in
1998. Needless to say, it was a
year with ups and downs for
Loveridge, but he never gave
up. "Looking ahead," he ex
plained "was how I got
through that year." Loveridge
has maintained a professional
and passionate attitude toward
his job even during trying
times.
His views on a mayor's du
ties differ from the average.
"People have such harsh views
on politics - but what I see are
people struggling everyday to
find hope - but other people
don't see it that way." As far as
future developments for
Loveridge, he has a decision to
make in the next few years. He
has not yet decided whether or
not he will continue to teach
political science at UCR, or
pursue higher public office.
When asked what his fondShe went on to explain that
while COPA has no problem re
cruiting members, the barbecues
are a great way of introducing
the organization to those per
spective members and officers
that wish to know what COPA is
all about.
Ross said, "There is always a
high turnout with faculty during
these barbecues." This could be
a great opportunity to come out
and interact with professors out
side of the classroom. COPA
hopes all COP students will take
advantage of the free food and
entertainment while participat
ing in the elections today.

(209) 474-7470

1000 VV. Robinhood Dr.
At Pacific
Live Practice Offer!!!

Buy one Large Pizza at menu price
Get 2nd Large One Topping Pizza for $5.00

UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP
F

Custom Embroidery
Multi Color
Screen
"VWI rfVI
VVII IPrinting
I II ItlllJ

10% off when mentioning this ad!
(thru 5-30)

Shirts

OPEN Mon-Thurs 8-5, Fri 8-3
1439 N. Et Dorado #C
(El Dorado & Harding)
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Fast Service

Low Pnces

Bringing Stockton
to the internet
Visit our site to see our services, or
phone us for information on bringing
your business to the Web.
O
o
O

High quality Web Page design
Domain hosting
Development and publication services

www.StocktoNet.com

Jobs soon to be just
a click away
JULIE DAVIS, CIC

Bay Area that specializes in mak
ing specific medicines. Kappa
Psi member, Sam Hodges, works
for the pharmacy and contacted
the fraternity with this opportu
nity.
Kappa Psi also donated $100
to the organization. Caiy Fang,
a new member of Kappa Psi, co
ordinated the event with the fra
ternity. Fang said, "I felt that
everybody contributed much of
their time and energy to this
event, even though finals are
coming up. I was really happy to
see us contribute to the commu
nity, especially since this was a re
ally good cause."

Did you know that by 2003
100 percent of large compa
nies, 60 percent of mediumsized companies and 20 per
cent of small companies will
recruit new employees online?
Yes, online recruitment ap
pears to be the trend of the fu
ture.
In the upcoming weeks, the
Career and Internship Center
will launch a website for UOP
students to post their resumes
online.
JobDirect.com will integrate
with UOP's Career and Intern
ship Center to connect entrylevel, internship and MBA job
seekers with the opportunities
UOP students want.
As a matter of fact, not ortly
can you post your resume on
the site used by several em
ployers throughout the Unit
ed States, but JobDirect.com
also matches job openings with
qualified candidates and
emails students the details re
garding each match every day.
Students seeking intern
ships or post-graduation jobs
need only to register on the

website http: / / uop.JobDirect.com to begin their job or
internship search locally or na
tionwide.
Job opportunities pursue
UOP students at no cost.
That's right—job opportunities
come to you, not the other way
around.
UOP's JobDirect.com is en
tering its pilot mode, meaning
that while most students will
have access to register with
JobDirect.com and pursue job
opportunities, other students
may have difficulty logging on
to the site.
The Career and Internship
Center is currently working
with JobDirect.com and the Pa
cific network administrators to
ensure that all students will
have access to the site.
For further information re
garding JobDirect.com, please
call the Career and Internship
Center at 946-2361.
For those job seekers still
hesitant about beginning the
job search online, please con
tact the Career and Internship
Center for more information
regarding the Internet Job
Search workshops available to
UOP students.

getting drunk," she said.
"I learned to do lots of con
struction work," said Elmore.
It was such a good experience

because we got to meet the peo
ple we were building the
homes for."
If you would like to know

more about the Habitat for Hu
manity program, check out
their
website
at
www.habitat.org.

Cuest Writer
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' W- fa K.Uhk a"dJe5sie Brewster, freshmen honors students, speak to a prospective student
while advisor, Dr. Dash looks on at Profile Day on Sunday, April 9.

Kappa Psi helps with MS Walk
IOSEPH of VERA

Senior Staff Writer

As part of their fraternal goals,
Kappa Psi, a professional phar
macy fraternity, served as the
manpower behind this year's
Multiple Sclerosis Walk. The
event was held on Sunday, April
9, at Grupe Park in Stockton.
The purpose of the event was
to gain sponsors and donations
as a fundraiser for the MS Orga
nization. Although the turnout
was smaller than was expected,
this year,a little over 100 walkers
attended the event. The walkers
ad the option of doing the five-

mile walk or the ten-mile walk.
Twenty members from Kappa
Psi volunteered. They were re
sponsible for many of the opera
tional functions of the event, such
as the set-up and clean-up. Vol
unteers took shifts passing out
water, registered walkers and
cheered the walkers on. They
also made sure that other sup
plies were fully stocked, while
working at their own booth.
Kappa Psi represented them
selves at their booth and were re
sponsible in passing out pam
phlets and brochures from
Grandpa's Compounding Phar
macy, a pharmacy located in the

Farley.

capital by building affordable,
energy and resource efficient
homes with God's people in
a service organization that pro need."
vides houses for low-income
Amanda Elmore, UOP fresh
families in the Washington man and Farley resident, con
area. The mission statement of sidered this "an awesome op
the association says that "D.C. portunity... I thought it would
Habitat for Humanity will be a good alternative to spring
eliminate poverty housing and break. I thought it would be
homelessness in the nation's better than going to Mexico and

Continued from page 2

r

Creating Families
Through Surrogacy

Mother Goose Specializes in...
"Egg Donation
- Gestational Surrogacy
- Traditional Surrogacy

(209) 727-5566
w ww.m othergoosesurrogacy.com
PO Box 572
Lockeford, CA 95237
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Valley

'Congratulates

Class of 200
RettteMtber this celebration/
with/French/crystalglasses engraved with/
HUOP

graduating Class"tacks#$29.99
must prtor/Ur by May S

Valley Brewing Company
157 W. Adorns St.
209.4€<f.2739
amw-.ualleybreMr.coHt/
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Quote of the
Week
"Justice.. .is a
kind of compact
not to harm or
be harmed."
-Epicurus
Principal
Doctrines

International tug of war reaches its finish
In late November of last
year, a young Cuban boy was
found off the coast of Florida
floating in an inner tube. He
was brought in, cared for, and
given to the temporary cus
tody of relatives he had in
Florida, mainly his great uncle
Lazaro Gonzalez.
This is by now a story many
of us know all too well, as it
has became the center ring in a
media circus. Elian's mother
died along with 10 other peo
ple during the trip, while his
father, who was divorced
from his mother, was still in
Cuba. The Miami relatives of
the boy had no intention of
giving him back, and began a
legal custody battle that
turned bitter and ugly.
Now, that battle is coming
to an end. Juan Miguel Gonza
lez, Elian's father, arrived in
the United States with his sec
ond wife and their infant son
to take custody of Elian. How
ever, there is still no guarantee
that Lazaro Gonzalez and his
family will turn over Elian
even if they lose their appeals.
They have expressed time and

"I wholeheartedly reject Cuba's system of
government. Mr. Gonzalez and I do not
share the same political beliefs, but it is
not our place to punish a father for his
political beliefs or where he wants to raise
his child."
Attorney General Janet Reno
again the fact that they wish
for Elian to grow up free, not
in a communist government.
Elian s great uncle and fam
ily may say that they have his
best interests in mind, but it is
actually their own interests.
Since taking temporary cus
tody of Elian, there has been
nothing but a zoo of reporters
and cameramen filming the
child's every action. Who has
benefited from this, was it
Elian or his relatives?
These relatives, who are just
"concerned for the welfare" of
Elian, have even went so far as
to threaten civil disobedience
should they be required to
turn over Elian. If they don't
get their way exactly, they are

threatening violence. That
sounds an awful lot like the
communist government that
they fled and speak out
against so vocally.
Many who oppose Elian's
father getting custody bring
up the fact that Cuba is a com
munist country, or that condi
tions are worse than in the
United States. So what? What
right have we to judge anoth
er s political system and pun
ish them for that system.
There are plenty of nations
more impoverished than the
United States, what makes
one child so much more im
portant than all the other chil
dren who live in squalor? Mi
ami relatives have time and

SCOTT SWITZER
INTERIM OP-ED EDITOR
OPINION@THEPACIHCAN.COM

again brought up the fact that
they are more well off than
Elian's father. This may come
as a shock to many of you, and
the weak-hearted should
maybe stop reading here, but
there is more to life than mon
ey.
The courts and the INS
made the right decision, and
that was to reunite Elian with
his father. The family in Mia
mi makes a pretense o7 having
Elian's interests in mind, but
they have never made an hon
est attempt to keep Elian out
of this media circus. They do
not have Elian's best interests
in mind. The best thing to be
done is for the battle to end,
although none of the parties
involved realize this.
Attorney General Janet
Reno said it best in an inter
view last week, when she said
"I wholeheartedly reject
Cuba's system of government.
Mr. Gonzalez and I do not
share the same political be
liefs, but it is not our place to
punish a father for his politi
cal beliefs or where he wants
to raise his child."

TJKJL—

Weekly news for the
UOP community since 1908
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Feeling zero degrees of separation with nature
MICHAEL KOJIS

Staff Writer

As opposed to last month'sSt.
Patrick's Day, celebrated by Irish
and non-Irish alike, this month's
Earth Day will no doubt be rec
ognized only by a select group of
people whom we call "environ
mentalists". Indeed, our society
appears to be divided into those
who work toward a more eco
logical future and those who rest
comfortable in the exploitative
present.
Yet, given that no division ex

ists between man and nature,
shouldn't we all be environmen
talists?
The concept that humans are
inextricably linked to their sur
roundings is not new. From an
cient Buddhist and Taoist beliefs
- rooted in the harmony among
all living things - to the Shake
spearean assertion that, "One
touch of nature makes the whole
world kin," mankind has contin
ually sensed a deep connection
with the great outdoors.
Even on this continent, people
have taken notice. "We did not

think of the great plains, the
beautiful rolling hills, and wind
ing streams... as 'wild'. Only to
the white man was nature a
'wilderness,'" once declared the
Oglala chief Luther Standing
Bear.
Unfortunately, our modern
consumption patterns threaten
this bond with the natural world
and qualify as what John Muir
termed, "wrongs done in igno
rance and disbelief."
Likewise, E.B. White, author
of Charlotte's Web, announced
that, "The human race is too in

Apathy in college

genious for its own good. Our
approach to nature is to beat it
into submission. We would
stand a better chance of survival
if we accommodated ourselves
to this planet and viewed it ap
preciatively instead of skeptical
ly and dictatorially."
Such appreciation, according
to U.S. journalist Rachel Carson,
should extend to the inherent
balance in nature. In her best
seller, Silent Spring (1962), Car
son describes "a complex, pre
cise, and highly integrated
system of relationships between

living things which cannot safe
ly be ignored any more than the
law of gravity can be defied with
impunity by a man perched on
the edge of a cliff."
Hence, throughout history,
many voices have offered an eco
logical lesson. Now, we contem
porary caretakers must open our
minds, bodies and hearts to dis
cover that - as Muir observed "The sun shines not on us but
in us."
[Come celebrate Earth Day on
Sun., April16, from 12-5 on the
South Campus Green]

on Silence
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Now that it is
getting warm'/rf.
come get a...
.,e>.d Mocha
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%'
FREE Internet Book
10 Megs Web Space
Toll-free Tech Support
30 Money Back Guarantee
www.inreach.com • 800-446-7322
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Come enjoy the finest
SMOOTHIES in town
with the widest array
of supplements.
2233 Grand Canal Blvd. Ste.102
Stockton, CA 95207
PHONE: 209.952.JAVA
r* .. «« , FAX: 209.476.1633
- JAVA for a schedule of live music.

°pEN TIL MIDNIGHT EVERY WEEK NIGHT
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CROSSTOWN FREI
CITY HALL
The Stockton City Hall rests on the first building site within
the Stockton city limits, Lindsey Point. Thomas Lindsey first
built a tule hut on this site during August of 1844. His body
was put to rest at this very point, after Indians living in the
surrounding area dealt him an untimely death. City Hall was
constructed in 1926 and serves as an outstanding example
of 1920's architecture and design. Marble tile floors and
decorative murals line the inside of the three-story building.
A replica of the Liberty Bell, cast at thesame foundry as the
original Liberty Bell in
—
1752, lies atop a time
capsule to be opened
|
v
July 4, 2075. Informacommunity, sister cities I "'
and a six-foot dollhouse X ju X
with copper shingles
can be found throughout the rest of the building.

'
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WEBER POINT
Weber Point is another beautiful place to vis
it, especially if you just want to get out and be
in the sun in nice, peaceful surroundings.
There is a waterfront here that goes out into
the Delta, so you can see boats lined up along
the outer edge. Concerts are also held un
der the outdoor canopy. In the grassy area
surrounding Weber Point there is an awe
some memorial dedicated to the Stockton fire
fighters who have lost their lives in the line of
duty. Weber Point is also where the Mudville
Nine's new stadium will be going. It is found
on Center Street across from the Civic Audi
torium.

ST. MARY'S CHURCH
The first archbishop of California, Joseph
Alemany, laid the cornerstone for this
Catholic church on July 21, 1861. The
church's impressive steeple and ornate
facade date all the way back to 1893.
Saint Mary's church features a brick over
lay similar to that of the UOP campus.
Stained glass windows and the usual re
ligious icons can be found within its walls,
along with a homeless shelter for the res
idents of Stockton and the surrounding
area.

J5

%

SONORA

Fox THEATRE
Fox Theatre served as San Joaquin's premiere movie
palace in the 1930's boasting a unique tower and vaude
ville marquee. Spectacular columns, exquisite chande
liers and extensive ornamentation can be found in the
elaborate interior. Fox Theater is now home to a wide
range of concerts- . —
^
and events featur*. .
t *' §
ing bands such as ft* I'
y
Third Eye Blind and
'
r
entertainers such
as
Weird
Al
\;,yvlvrsS
Yankovic. Ballet Kfl
performances are EpPfei§jBBSBB[
• g
also featured for
those searching for
a bit of culture in their lives. A sidewalk cafe featuring
soothing music and comfortable seating is conveniently
located next door.
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The Beggar's Opera opens Friday in Long Theatre
MOLLY RIDDLE

Guest Writer

On April13,2000 the Univer
sity of the Pacific's Department
of Theatre Arts and Conserva
tory of Music's collaboration of
John Gay's "The Beggar's
Opera" opens in the Long The
atre.
"The Beggar's Opera," writ
ten in the eighteenth century, is

intended to be a satire on tradi
tional Italian opera of the day. It
parallels the story told in the
more famous, and serious, opus
The Three Penny Opera. The
story depicts the tale of a group
of pickpockets, prostitutes and
beggars. The principle charac
ter, Macheath, has agreed to
marry two women, Lucy and
Polly. The situation finds the
townspeople in a struggle to

Movie Review

remedy the situation and leads tion of opera as boring and
"The Beggar's Opera" will
to the eventual arrest of overly dramatic. UOP's pro open on Friday, April 13 at 8:00
Macheath himself. In the end duction features Christopher p.m. in the Long Theatre on the
the Queen pardons Macheath's Sponseller as the principle char south side of the UOP campus.
mistake, but there is no real res acter, Macheath, Laura Lend- It will then continue the 14 and
olution to the original problem man as Lucy and Jessica Dear- 15 at 8:00 p.m. and the 16 at 5
at hand. That is to say that the dorffas as Polly , the two p.m. Ticket prices are $12 for
audience never discovers women who vie for Macheath's general admission, $6 for UOP
whom Macheath chooses to hand in marriage and a talented students, staff and faculty and
marry.
group of students who offer can be purchased through the
The production is an attempt outstanding support to the na UOP box office by calling 946to conquer the general percep ture of the production.
2UOP.

Keeping the Faith' is an uplifting story of friendship
STEPHANIE DODSON

Staff Writer

Keeping the Faith
Starring: Ben Stiller, Edward
Norton and Jenna Elfman
Rated: PG-13

•••1
A priest walks into a bar,
no, this isn't a joke, it is the
opening of the film "Keeping
the Faith." Edward Norton
directs the spirited film about
two best friends, a priest and a
rabbi, who fall in love with a
workaholic woman.
The unusual comedic love
triangle is narrated by Brian
Finn, (Ed Norton) who spills
his guts to a bartender, (Brian
George).
Brian begins the story with

when he became best friends
with Jake Schram, (Ben Stiller)
and Anna Reilly (Jenna Elf
man), back in junior high.
Only the happy trio splits up
when Anna's family moves to
California.
The two boys grow up to
gether and discover their indi
vidual callings, Brian is lead
to become a priest and Jake
decides to be a rabbi. They
each try to shake up their reli
gions through standup come
dy and by starting an interfaith karaoke/coffee bar.
Their "Godly" lives become
confusing when Anna calls
Brian to tell him that she is
moving back to New York.
The reunion at the airport
rekindles the trio's friendship
while also sparking a roman
tic interest between Jake and
Anna.
Nothing happens right

away because Jake is constant
ly being setup with daughters
of women in his congregation.
His mother Ruth, (Anne
Bankcroft), along with this
temple want him to marry a
nice Jewish girl. His dates
range from a woman who
thinks jogging is a skill, to a
sexy, successful news anchor.
No one measures up to
Anna, who Jake falls for de
spite the fact that she isn't
Jewish. They hide their rela
tionship from everyone in
cluding Brian. Meanwhile
Brian begins reconsidering his
vows as a priest when he finds
himself growing increasingly
attracted to Anna.
"Keeping the Faith" is Ed
Norton's directorial debut
and he sparkles in his first ro
mantic comedy. Not only can
he handle tough and gritty
roles but he can also jump into

Restaurant Review

Norton, Elfman and Stiller restore ones faith in movie comedies.

a romantic and funny charac
ter.
Ben Stiller proves that he
can be the leading man with
out overusing slapstick he
made famous in "There's
Something About Mary."
Elfman rounds out the cast
as Anna. Her spunk adds a

boost to the workaholic Anna
and keeps her from being a
bore.
Norton and Stiller are an
awesome pair and even make
a Jewish yarmulke and priest
collar look cool. This movie
will make you laugh and lift
your spirits.

Papa John's attracts many different types of students
StaffYWriter'APACUA

Papa John's
3214 Pacific Ave.
467-7272 or 952-7474
Visa and Mastercard

Papa John's has been rated
#1 in customer satisfaction
among national pizza chains
for 3 years in a row in Restau

rants and Institutions Magazine. Papa John s is not really a
sit down restaurant although
they do have tables. Most agree
that Papa John's is best for take
out, even the sodas are all
equipped to go home, coming
in the form of cans instead of
from the fountain.
Papa John's has pretty rea
sonable prices with small one
topping
pizzas around $7
and
**
y "7
larges around $12. Papa John s
offers coupons where you can
get yourself a carry out special
of one large one topping pizza

for $5.99. Not bad.
bad
Papa John's has a very extensive website at papajohns.com.
You can learn everything you
wanted to know about Papa
John's and way too much more.
You can find out about their
tomatoes' two enemies-time
and temperature, about their
press releases and their mis
sion-critical priorities. These
priorities are people, product,
and service. They only accept
"8s" or above on their 10 Point
Perfect Pizza $cale. I know it
makes me feel better to know I

o„ o--_
J 10s.
am only eating 8s,
9s and
This is information we should
all know about our pizza.
They seem to take their work
very seriously, but what I ex
perienced at the Pacific Avenue
restaurant was somewhat con
tradictory to what one might
expect after viewing their web
site. The dough was a little rub
bery, the service wasn't very at
iciuive, the
uie pizza overall, just
tentive,
didn't look very appealing
I saw a friend in Papa John's
"
" " "I went and she told
the night
me how she tried to order her

pizza over the phone ,but. end
ed up on hold for ten minutes.
That's not a good quality when
you've got a growling tummy.
Maybe we caught them on a
bad day, but it seems from my
one experience that perhaps
they are all talk and no action.
However many UOP stu
dents seem to like Papa John'sthis could have something to
do with Papa John's lower
prices after 9p.m. for UOP stu
dents.
I eat approximately 78.6 perSee Restaurant, page 11
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Top Ten
Top Ten signs that
Spring is in the air
10. Must be careful not to
venture too close to the
"Caution: Bee Swarm"
signs
9. In: Slurpees with vodka
Out: Coffee with Kahlua
8. Senioritis outbreak
threatens most of campus
7. The "birds and the
bees" are in abundance
(and I'm not talking about
insects and bluejays)
6. Sunglasses now a
necessity (not for
|

protection from the sun,
but for
protection from the many
extremely white legs
seeing daylight for the first
time in months)
5. Third floor residents of
any residence hall are
offering you big money for
your air conditioner

Papa John's appeals to, but the
pizza I ate at 5p.m. last week
left much to be desired.
I give Papa John's 4 chefs on
speed, 2 chefs on taste, 5 chefs
on price, 2 chefs on atmosphere
if I eat at the restaurant, 5 chefs
on atmosphere if I eat at home,
and 2 chefs on service, for an
overall of 3 chefs.

Restaurant

Continued from page 10
cent of my pizzas after nine
and if I am at a fun party it
doesn't seem to matter how
rubbery the dough is. In fact,
the more fun the party-the less
I seem to care. So maybe crazy
party goers are the audience

Horoscopes
ARIES
(March 21 to April 19)
Your self-confidence
helps you face a challenge.
Your nature creates prob
lems, so be tactful.
TAURUS
(April 20 to May 20)
Resist attempts to sway
your decision. Share an
evening of good music and
food with that special
person.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Others might be stunned
at a sudden change of heart.
But you need to be true to
yourself and face your real
feelings.
CANCER
Qune 21 to July 22)
You might feel drained of
energy by an eruption of
negativism from several
sources. Focus on your
goals and ignore them.
LEO
Quly 23 to August 22)
Avoid getting into work
situations that could get out
of control. Personal relation
ships take a new turn.
VIRGO
(August 23 to September 22)
Be wary of deals that in
volve secrecy. Expect an old
friend to return.

LIBRA
(September 23 to October 22)
A surprising turn of
events opens new opportu
nities for those who can see
past the initial
disappointments.
SCORPIO
(October 23to November 21)
Instead of relying on
what others say, you need to
check things out for
yourself.
SAGITTARIUS
(November 22 to December 21)
That problem in the work
place won't go away just yet,
so prepare to endure it for a
while longer.
CAPRICORN
(December 22 toJanuary 19)
You and your partner need
to find and face the underly
ing cause of the a persistent
domestic dilemma.
AQUARIUS
0anuary 20 to February 18)
Take a much-needed break
and spend more time with
family and friends. An op
portunity to travel comes..
PISCES
(February 19 to March 20)
A friend from the distant
past makes contact, raising
some surprisingly conflicted
emotions.
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Classifieds
Ever wondered what it is the Calaveras County Fair
like to participate in a psy grounds in Angels Camp.
chology experiment? Well, FOOD/MUSIC/VENDORS
NOW is your chance to find & SPEAKERS -an ALL DAY
out. Maybe you already event. CLANDYKEN-LOCO
know, but would like the op AMOR -ALMA MELOportunity to engage in one DIOSO...many
more!
again. On April 20 (Thurs ROCK/REGGAE/JAZZ, etc.
day) in room 118 at 4 p.m. we ADV.tix $10 at the MUSIC
will be conducting an experi BOX. INFO 772-0741.
ment at the UOP Psychology
Department involving games.
Get the Hell out of here!
If you are a UOP student and Mexico, the Caribbean or Ja
would like to be part of this maica $250 round trip.
experiment, please come. Hawaii $119 one way. Other
Your participation will help us worldwide
destinations
in collecting data to under cheap. Book tickets on-line
stand why people play games. www.airtech.com or (800)
575-TECH.
Looking for a place to live?
www.housingl01.net...Your
Camp counselors! Youth
move off campus!
experts & refs. "Roughing It
Day Camp" (SF East Bay).
EARTH DAY is April 22- 925-283-3795/ jobs roughing
Come to the Mother Lode Cel it.com.
ebration / 2 stages -11 acts at

WE MAKE GOING TO THE DENTIST RELAXING...
Even If You Are Afraid Of The Dentist!
Cosmetic Deniistry • IV Sedation
Nitrous Oxide * Impacted Wisdom Teeth
ll you are ml gelling denial treaims! because you are
alms, INTRAVENOUS SEDATION may be the answer tor you
NO MORE FEAR • NO ANXIETY - NO BAD MEMORIES • ASF HOW!
Cat! for Appointment Today

BAR8T 4 UIB8ISS0N. DOS
Sttct 1971
$e Habta Espahol

946-0880

Union & Insurance
Plans Accepted

2626 N California St. Suite A
(Between Harding and Alpine)

BLEACHING SPECIAL
New Bleaching
Treatment.

$

99

0^'

(FuH Mouth)

r We Have Moved!

"•«••• must bring coupon «*•••» ~

4. Studying for class
somehow always ends up
outside while tanning
3. My roommate will not
stop whining about his
allergies

* Earn academic credits
* Lighten your fall
or spring course load
* Concentrate on
a single class
* Accelerate
your schedule

2. The only finals you are
worrying about are in the
NBA and NHL play-offs
1. BAC'sup

WHAT'S THE FASTEST
WAY TO THE FINISH LINE?

CPA's

• Complete your degree
* Community college
students welcome

SUMMER CLASSES
AT CSU SACRAMENTO!

ON I
<Q

O

/!
/,<

—

0|m?ii 6am — 10pm Mum lay thru Fruiay
8aw -10pm Saturday and Sunday

_ must bring coupon

_

_

—

944-5555 j piZZa yfgliysj 955-1111
M-TH 11am-10pm
F/Sat 11am-11pm

Register today!

X-LARGE

916.278.4433 ext. 193

3
c

*Come and visit our new locution at Weberstmvn Mall!*

1140 Waterloo Road

Cali for a free catalog!

">

Mif lien you and your study group come in
^
you will receive a FREE first round of brewed coffee.

www.csus.edu/schedule/intersemslon

down
Compiled by
Brad Franca

§
Come Check out the New
f
Jcivtl Joe it on Miracle Mile
a
next to Maxwell's Books
|
at 2105 Pacific Ave.
§ Study at Java joe's...

oi * Jo^,

M-TH 11am-11pm
F/Sat 11am-12pm

I

6709 Plymouth Road

1- topping Pizza $9.99

FREE 2-liter soda

when you pick up your order

• !
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List your event in The Pacifican's calendar FREE. Call Carol at 946-2/15 and leave details of your event.

April 14
Valley Brewery 500th Brew
Celebration opens @
/ :00 p.m.
live
music @8:00 p.m.
Campus

April 12,14,15
Beggar's Opera
Long Theatre
8:00 p.m.
April 14-16
Fight Club 8:00 p.m. Mc
Caffrey Theater
April 13
Health Fair & Wellness Pic
nic
McCaffrey Center & Hand
Hall
x
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Fitness Demonstration &
Mini Fitness challenge
Hand Hall Lawn
12 p.m. - 2 p.m.
Fitness Fiesta (Workout,
Mocktails, Prizes and
Awards)
Main Gym 6-8 p.m.
Spiritual Health & Healthy
Relationship Workshop
Farley House
8:30 p.m.
April 14
Hypnotist
Jessie Ballyntine
7:00 p.m.

April 15
International Dance Night
Grace Covell Tiger Lounge
9 p.m.-1a.m.

April 15
Berkley's public gardens
Native plant sales, walking
tour of the garden and then
UC Berkeley's Botanic Gar
April 16
den
ASUOP San Francisco
Bring $ for purchases, ad
Giants vs. Arizona
mittance and lunch
Diamond Backs
Meet at the Hwy. 99 and
leave 2:00 p.m. Bum's Tow Hwy. 12 Park and Ride at
er
8:00 a.m.
$18.00
Contact Kathy Hieb 3398779
Beggar's Opera
Long Theatre
April 22
5:00 p.m.
Day hike
Cosumnes River Preserve,
April 22
Valensin Ranch
Dance Concert
Call Barbara Bowers 948Time TBA
2827 or Kathy Hieb 339-8779
Long Theatre
April 29
April 28
Day hike
Petit Play Festival
Short, steep hike in the Sier
DeMarcus Brown Studio ra Nevada Foothills
Theatre
Option to explore Moaning
8:00 p.m.
Cave after hike ($8.75 fee)
Contact Martha Mallery
April 28-30
477-3966
The City of Lost Children
8:00p.m. McCaffery Theater May 5-7
California Wilderness Con
April 29
ference
ASUOP Great America
CSU, Sacramento
Leaves 9:00 a.m. Burns Tow Contact: info@calwild.org
er
$16.00
Outdoor Adventures

April 16
Earth Day at UOP
12:00 noon - 5:00 p.m.
South Green
Contact: Karin 477-5939

May 4-June 10
"Generation Me"
& "Cruces Del VaUe"
Mexican Heritage Center,
523 East Main Street
Thursday - Saturday
12:00 p.m.-4:30 p.m.

500 brews for Valley Brewinq
THE Pacifican

Valley Brewing Company
is celebrating its 500th batch
o beer on Friday April 14. To
r
e
P
CiaI
bth
ten oorf beTl;r
beer has Hbeen

brewed for the occasion.
In the tradition of the orig
inal Stockton Valley Brewery
(El Dorado Brewing Compa
ny, 1853- 1955) a Pale Bock

A

I

P

beer recipe has been resur-

Various Punk Rock artists @
Seifert Center,
128 W.Ben Holt
$6

May 14
Thursday-Saturday
12:00 p.m.- 4:30 p.m.
International Ballet Theater April 15
Institute and Lodi Arts No Doubt, Suicide
Commission present,
Machines @ Warfield,
"Albert's Play"
San Francisco
3:00 p.m. Hutchins Street
Square Theater, Lodi
April 18
Tickets: adult $12.00
Jimmy Buffet & The Coral
kids/seniors $10.00
Reefer Band
caff 339-8119
@ the Shoreline
Amphitheatre,
Mothers day Luncheon, Mountain View
silent auction and raffle
$28-48
1:30 p.m. Hutchens Street
Square, Crete HaU
April 20
Tickets: Adult $18.00 Chil Various Ska-Rock Artists@
dren $10.00 caff 339-8119
Charlie's Spirits, 110 E.
May 3 @9:15 a.m.,
5 @ 10:30 a.m.,
10 @9:15 a.m.,
12 @9:15 a.m.
Excerpts from "Albert's
Play" will be presented at
the Stockton Children's
Museum 334-1974
Concerts

April 14
Ruff Ryders, DMX, Eve, The
Lox@Arco Arena

isnatuhe Photography

e

full servtre restaurant and

brewery located at 157 W.
Adams St, Stockton, off the
Miracle Mile. This is one par
ty you won't want to miss
and it only happens once
every 500 brews.

fi._/|a.Nl'thl
»i 'f ' '» *».•.ahM.h« *
• r i4aHta ftA-.'•#a*4M9
.
.. j. k. a. n . . . .

May 2
Beck, Cafe Tacuba @ Bill
Graham Civic Auditorium,
S.F $25
H O L I D A Y '
C I N E M A 8
6262 West Lane
955-5680
,
Bargain Matinees in () f/v. i
(k
Advance Ticket Sales
i
Available at the Box Office

[Keeping the Faith - PG13 *
Daily: (11:00, 1:40.4:25) 7:20,10:10

Daily: (11:45,2:15,4:45) 7:10.9:35

| American Psycho - R -nop*
Daily: (12:10.2:45,5:15) 7:30.9:55

NOW TAKING GRADUATION ORDERS,

CALL FOR DETAILS

(209) 469-2448

[Rules of Engagement - R "nop
|No 4:10 on Man 4//7& No 7:17 on Tue 4//8|
Daily: (11K)5,1:1S, 1:45,4:10,4:35)
7:15,7:45, 10:05,10:30

Road To El Dorado - PG
Daily: (12:50,2:55,5:00) 7:00,9:15

**

Erin Brockovich - R
Daily:(11:10, 1:50,4:50) 7:40,10:20

tewe7""'he

h T"
"0
has
been cold aging for
2
months in the Valley Brew
"cellar."
The beer will be released to
the public on Friday night
April 14th at the 500th brew

April 22
Skatalites @ Slim's in San
Francisco

[Where is the Money - PG13 "nop
2540 PACIFIC AVE
SUITE I
STOCKTON, CA 95204

party

„ ™<= Party s,a„s a, 7:00
The Pale Bock beer was LBl7ndm
brewed using the traditional Valley Brewing Company is a

Granger Ave;Modesto
$3

Final Destination - R
No 7:25 on Sat 4115

MINI 8TORAGE

*2

Daily: (12:00,2:30,5:05) 7:25,10:00

Special Sneak Preview
Sat 4/15 7:25 P.M.

Frequency - PG 13 -no p«s«[Special Open Captioned Presentatic

|The Hurricane - R

]Monday Apr.17 (4:10)
[TuesdayApr. 18 7:15 P.M.

Fri-Thurs (4/14-4/211
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Women's Water Polo
The Pacific women's water polo team suffered a 5-4 loss
t°UC Santa Barbara in the ninth place game of the Moun
tain Pacific Sports Federation Tournament on Sunday, April
9, dropping the Tigers to 7-23 overall on the season.
Pacific came out strong and ready to play, but was shut
down by UC Santa Barbara. The Tigers kept the Gauchos
scoreless for the first half of play, while putting two goals
away themselves, one goal in the first and second quarter and
going into half time with a 2-0 lead. UC Santa Barbara scored
its first goals of the game in the third quarter to tighten Pa
cific s lead to 3-2. The Gauchos scored three more goals in the
fourth quarter, while the Tigers were only able to get one in,
resulting in the final score of 5-4 in favor of the Gauchos.
This game, although still a loss, was a significant step up
wards from their previous two games. In the opening rounds
of the tournament they were outscored 38-4 in games aeainst
UCLA (20-1) and Stanford (18-3).
In the first game of the afternoon against UCLA, Molly
Smith scored the Tigers' only goal of the game in the first
quarter. At half time UCLA had a 10-1 lead and held Pacific
scoreless throughout the second half. In the second game
against Stanford, Pacific scored two goals in the first half, one
in each quarter, finishing the first half behind 8-2. The Cardi
nal picked up its play in the second half by scoring 10 goals,
while the Tigers only posted one goal during the third quar
ter, finishing the game 18-3 in favor of the Cardinal.
A day later the team fell to Hawai'i 7-5, and to San Diego
b
State 7-6.
Men's Golf
Continuing his awesome play of late, senior Jason Preeo
plaCe individual,y out of over 100 competitors at
5TAA?1
the Western Intercollegiate with a three-round total of 210
(even-par).
^ jeSt °^.die
team did not do quite as well, as they
mushed in a tie for 12th place following third round action on
Tuesday, April 4.
The tournament, held in Santa Cruz, was attended by 20
teams from the Western Region
induded)as°" «*»
The Tigers next appearance is at the Big West Conference
Championship April 24th and 25th.at El Dorado Hills, CA.
Women's Softball
Congratulations to sophomore outfielder Tiffany Whipple
for bemg named the Big West player °f the week for the week
Pitcher^o^the Weeko!TAprino!°r bei"8 named the
West
Whipple led Pacific to a 4-1 record in five road games last
a 3 u °Ubleheader Sweep at No"4 California on
RRT » AT
? hit .467 (7-15) with four runs scored, two
RBI, and two stolen bases during the week, and went 4-for 7
_
"
with three runs scored and one steal. For the sea-

SSStS

Tl8m""h a 321 battin8 averagc >nd

Of SlwellCti0n marks WhiPPle's frst career Big West P;after

2^c:pC2fmndhonoroffc

Men's Water Polo
Polo Coaches Association released the
1999 Men s All-Academic Team. The honorees from Pacific
induded Sergey Busheuv (3.75) in the Outstanding Category,

Oden, 1968 baseball team and
Sideline
the 1949 football team. Noth
Continued from page 16
ing is better than chatting with
the good ol' boys of UOP ath
beloved, hot dog eating, ESPN letics over dinner, even if they
junkie will actually have to get don't serve chili-cheese fries.
dressed up and exercise some
Casey at the Bat
table manners. Included in the
Fellow students, I highly
Hall of Fame induction are, recommend that you check out
Olympic volleyball star Elaina Stockton's own minor league

Baseball—

Continued from page 16
D.J. Houlton started the
day on the mound for the
Tigers, going 7 2/3 strong in
nings and earning the victo
ry. With the win Houlton im
proves to 4-4 this season.
He was replaced in the
seventh inning by senior
closer Mark Short, who blew
away the opposition, record
ing five strikeouts in his 2.1
innings on the mound. Short
recorded his third save of the
season, as he allowed only
two hits and no runs.
A day later on Saturday
April 9th in the rubbergame
of the three game series, Pa
cific took the lead but even

I

tually lost it, and the game 93.
Pacific took a 2-0 lead in
the first inning as right field
er Hackett drove in a run, fol
lowed by a run scoring dou
ble by Moreno.
The Gauchos tied up the
game in the third inning and
it remained tied until the
sixth inning as UCSB short
stop Jeff Bannon blasted a
two-run home run to right
field to give the Gauchos a 42 lead.
UCSB added a pair of runs
in the seventh inning and
three more in the ninth in
ning. Pacific added a run in
the seventh inning to cap its
scoring for the day.
Todd Culp started the day

baseball program in their inagural season as the historic
Mudville Nine". Their games
offer a plethora of Americana
fun. The Nine play fantastic
local teams like the Bakersfield
Blaze, Visalia Oaks and the
San Bernadino Stampede on
balmy spring evenings. The
team is legendary, really.
on the mound for Pacific, go
ing five 2/3 innings and
recording two strikeouts.
With the loss Culp drops to 32 this season. The Tigers
threw five pitchers on the
day, before Ed Herrnberger
retired the side with three
straight called strikeouts.
Another bright spot was
Tiger shortstop Tyler Martin.
A freshman, Martin started
his first three games of the
year in place of the injured
Ryan Stowasser and went 4for-12 (.333) with three runs
scored.
The Tigers return to action
on Tuesday, April 11th as Pa
cific travels to Fresno State
for a non-conference game
beginning at 7 p.m.

listen up class of 2 0 0 0 !

DcC
there are 1,000 things you didn't even know you had
before graduation
^graduation countdown
class of 2000 network
graduation announcements
online gift registry
real world guide
careers
and a whole lot more

Category and 16°)anrf.^ar>! TbaninS <3-49)in the Superior
gory
Chinchiolo (3.23) in the Excellent cateMen's Club Soccer
VLmen'S soccer tournament will be held on April 15th
,
c
^Pa^cah,"„V°4 p n:'^Wi"be
*
the I aanc fundraismg tournament. Teams from Chico, HumStiktonwillmlS'
Tl0
' Saturday
can Francisco
' Santa Rosa
Stockton will participate
on
at Brookside
Field.and
COMPILED BY: BENJAMIN STARR

The right start ia the real wortd*

©JOBTRAK.COM
Ikaltest site tor stvdMtst
pais looking tor their tint job.*
•htbtsthfum
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Tennis splits weekend games
BRET BARRIE
Staff Writer

The Pacific women's tennis
team has struggled on the road
for much of this season. Before
last week, the lady Tigers were
winless away from their homecourt.
Pacific managed to break the
ice last week, winning its first
away match of the season
against Sacramento State last
Wednesday by a score of 8-1.
Pacific swept all six of the singles matches, each ending in

straight sets. With her victory,
No. 1 Christiane Barthel im
proved her overall record to 115,6-4 since her move to the top
notch. Susanne Bertel, who
moved up to the No. 2 position
since returning from a back in
jury took a 6-0,6-0 victory over
Caroline Svensson.
"We played pretty well," said
head coach Maria Mendez."The
top three matches were pretty
competitive, and then the bot
tom three were pretty one-sided.
I don t really think we were
pushed very hard in that match,

i

i

but it was good that we took
care of business."
In doubles action, the Tigers
took two of the three matches.
Unfortunately, the Tigers'
friendly homecourt turned out
to be the opposite this past
weekend against University of
Nevada, Reno, as the Wolfpack
edged the Tigers 5-4.
"It's always tough to move
the lineup around," Mendez
said. "Susanne has been our No.
1 player and for the conference
tournament we need to see her
there. Christiane can handle it
also, but if you look at the con
ference tournament, we'll have
to beat some tough teams.".
Saturday's loss must have
woken up Pacific, because the
Tigers came out on Sunday and
crushed visiting Idaho by a fi
nal of 8-1. Bertel recovered from
her loss the previous day with a
6-2,6-2 straight-set victory over
Vida Senci, while Barthel also
won in straight-sets.
The Tigers won five out of the
six singles matches, while they
swept all threein doubles action.
Pacific will take a break be
fore returning to action on Tues
day, April 18 against San Jose
State in a non-conference match
on the road.

The Outdoor Soccer season Tournament on Sunday. En
came to an end last weekend tries for the 4-person Scram
with much suspense Both the ble Golf event will be closing
Co-Rec A and. B champi on April 26. Come by the In
onship games, went scoreless tramural Office in the Main
until the International Bailers Gym or call 946-2716 for in
of the A league finally put one formation.
past the Hawaii Club. Rated
Baun Fitness Center
Rx defeated Sock Monkey to
Today is the last day to col
capture the Co-Rec B champi lect points for theFitness Fies
onship. IStill Anything de ta. Don't forget to attend the
feated Archania 2-0 for the Health Fair to get points.
Men's B title. The Frisbee Golf Point collection will end at 2
Tournament will be held on p.m. sharp! Plan on attending
campus this Saturday fol the Fitness Finale, tonight
lowed by the Team Tennis from 6-8pm in the Main Gym.

WE GIVE
A BREAK

46 YEARS of QUALITY
>

Susanne Bertel returned to the No. 1 position after injuries.

Pacific
Athletic
Schedule
Thursday 4/13/00
Baseball vs Nevada
Billy Hebert Field, 7 p.m.
Friday 4/14/00
Women's Water Polo vs.
Hayward
Chris Kjeldsen Pool, 6
p.m.
Friday 4/14/00
Baseball vs. Nevada
Billy Hebert Field, 1 p.m.
Saturday 4/15/00
Softball vs. St. Mary's
(DH)
Bill Simoni Field, 12 p.m.
Saturday 4/15/00
Baseball vs. Nevada
Bill Simoni Field, 12 p.m.

Drive Thru Espresso

^a""y

California
zFn\sh
. C/ ON THE MIRACLE MILE
Stockton's Favorite Hamburger

From the Ranch to us.
100% Ground Fresh Chuck
The Livestock is fed the purest, natural feeds.

^NFEUP?

Feed List Available

GRILL

Breast of Chicken Sandwich

• Whole Rotisserie Chicken

w/Beans, Rite, Salsa & Tortillas

• Famous Fresh F«h Tacos
• World's First Oyster Burrito
• Grilled Garlic Prawns
• Black Beans
• Carne Asada (grilled steak)
• Carnitas (roost pork)
All Natural Beef & Pork
Our livestock is fed the purest
natural feeds.
We use only 100% canola oil, not
hytfrogeneted. 50% lower In saturated fa!
than soybean oil, peanut, of olive oil.

Catering Now Available!

PHONE ORDERS

952-6261

4601 Pacific Ave.
Jomrijlocksoutl^

Marinated Carved from the Bone

Rotisserie Chicken
with Fresh Herbs

Barbequed Beef Sandwich
from our Wood Burning Oven

Breast of Turkey Sandwich
Rotisserie Roasted

BLT
Hand cut Apple Smoked Bacon

Fresh Pacific Red Snapper
Blue Pacific Oysters
Fish Sandwich
Oysters & Chips
Oyster Sandwich
w/spicy Tartar Sauce

Steamed Artichokes
Salads
Fresh Squeezed Lemonade
We use only 100% Canola OU,
NO'I hydroRenated. 50% Lower
in Saturated FAT than Soybean
Oil, Peanut or Olive Oil.

1612 Pacific Ave.

463-6415

AIM, VISA, Discoirr & MustrrCarA

AH Salon
Services &
Haircare
Products

Adult Haircut reg. $12.95

MasteiQjts RGGIS N€^US
Sherwood Mall
209-477-9777
Weberstown Mall
209-951-6661

SEBASTIAN

MasterCuts

Visit us;« wvAv.ro.istorcutvcom
CxYll 1 -800-868*1117 (<if the
No doub!« cli&couttts, Prasent coupon and «u<fcn« l.O.

family haircutters
you

6/1/00 5x6

April

13/
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Tiger volleyball ends post-season hopes at home
JOSH MONTERO

Senior Staff Writer

_ If the Tree falls in the Spanos
Center and no one is there to
see it, does it actually happen?
No matter, the visiting No. 11
Stanford squad left their Tree
mascot at home when they
paid a visit to the newly unranked Tigers on Saturday
night.
Needing only one win to
swipe the final Mountain Pacif
ic Sports Federation playoff
spot from Stanford, Saturday
night's match became possibly
the biggest of the season. Add
to this that it was"senior night"
and the season home finale and
you have yourself a major
event.
And so the battle began.
With an unusually large
crowd behind them, the Tigers
won the first point of the match
and looked ready to give Stan
ford a run for its money. Yet
with both teams so well
matched, nobody was ever able

to take control of a game which
had more ties then the Men's
Warehouse, and it would come
down to who got hot last.
With Pacific up 13-12, and
then 14-12, the Cardinal were
forced to burn a pair of time
outs in hopes of cooling the fire
growing under the hungry
Tigers. If it is true that strategy
wins ballgames, it sure did
here, as Stanford came out of
the last time out to explode for
four straight points to take the
game 16-14.
Fanning the embers during
the break between games, the
Tigers stoked the fire back to a
blaze, jumping out to a strong
4-2 lead in the second game be
hind a wave of potent offense.
Yet while Pacific was fighting
for its post-season life, so was
Stanford, and when momen
tum began to shift to Pacific's
side for really the first time all
night, the Cardinal went
berserk, hammering off eight
straight points to take a 10-4
lead on the now reeling Tigers.

This match was one more of
sideouts than points as neither
team served particularly well,
and with the constant exchange
of possession it would seem
ingly be an arduous task for the
Tigers to ever regain their mo
mentum.
But who ever said Pacific
wasn't up for a challenge?
The Tigers pulled to within
one at 9-10 before getting loose
with three straight aces, two
from Chris Tamas and another
from Geir Eithun to propel Pa
cific ahead 12-10 and they
would never lookback, taking
the game 15-13.
After the customary break
between the second and third
games, the teams returned to
action looking as if they had
changed jerseys during the in
termission. The previously fe
rocious and hungryTigers now
looked to be backpedaling as
the Cardinal had done late in
game two, and Stanford now
looked to be finally taking con
trol.

Senior Darell Dilmore had 12 kills in the home season closer.

After the Tigers jumped out mercy, Stanford managed to get
to a 6-4 lead, Stanford decided things going well enough in
enough was enough and re game four to wrap things up
fused to allow another Pacific relatively quickly, putting the
point. Though completely one Tigers out of their misery 14-16,
sided, the 11 point Stanford run 15-13, 6-15, 7-15 to take the
was drug out as long as the rest game 3-1.
of the game had been to this
The loss drops the Tigers to
point, and by the 6-12 mark I 10-15 (6-11MPSF), three games
was beginning to wish I had behind Stanford with just two
asked Morpheus for the blue left to play, leaving Pacific out
pill instead.
of this year's Mountain Pacific
Finally showing us all some Sports Federation playoffs.
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Coxy Lady
UOP grad and former vol
leyball player Heather Cox is
going to be appearing on a TV
near you once again with the
onset of the impressively titled
tournament: "The Royal
Neighbors of America USPV
Millennium Cup presented by
ballgirl athletic." I received a
press release on my desk this
morning proudly exclaiming
that Ms. Cox has provided
analysis for over 300 volleyball
matches in the last five years.
This is an amazing collec
tion of statistics. That there
were even 300 televised vol
leyball matches in the last
decade is astonishing. Then
again, I never would have
guessed that there would be a
televised volleyball tourna
ment actually called "The Roy
al Neighbors of American
USPV Millennium Cup."
On the Ball
Cindy Ball scares the hell
out of me. That pitcher is so
talented and so accomplished
that it is downright frighten
ing. She is ranked second in
the Big West with a 1.32 ERA
and fourth with 12 victories to
call her own. And to top it all
off she was named the Big
West Pitcher of the Week for
the second time last Monday.
How couldn t you be intimi
dated?
Stepping out
It is time for me to sharpen
my pencils and buy a flashy
new notebook. I have been in
vited to the Pacific Hall of
Fame and Honors Dinner this
Friday, which means your

See Sideline, page 13

Business as usual for the
Tigers. Extra innings, grand
slams, fielding muscles, all in
a day's work. In town to share
the fun was Big West Confer
ence foe New Mexico State.
The first half of Saturday's
double feature was all Pacific.
The Tigers jumped up to an
early 1-0 lead in the first in
ning off an Erica Reynolds sin
gle. Shortstop Adrienne Ratajczak extended the lead to 2-0
going deep to left field for her
third four-bagger of the sea
son.
Holding the Roadrunners at
bay was Tiger hurler Cindy
Ball who scattered just three
hits while punching out 11 in
going the distance for her
eleventh win of the season.
Ball also tried to help her own
cause with the bat going 1-2
from the plate.
In the nightcap fans saw a
complete turnaround as New
Mexico State lit up Tiger pitch
er Sarah Bassham like a back
yard pinyata. In the third in
ning, Bassham allowed the
first three Roadrunners to
reach base before getting her
mess cleaned up. It was not a
^mmU

relief pitcher that cleared the
bases for the Tigers, but rather
Roadrunner first baseman
Kim Bryant who cleared the
bases with a grand slam to
right center.
Failing to plate a single run
ner in the 5-0 loss, Pacific fell
to 18-17 (4-4 Big West) and
turn to Jobu a la "Major
League" to make their bats
wake up and be no longer
afraid.
Sunday meant just a single
game for the Tigers and Road
runners, but history has
proven that single game days
mean extra innings. Though
the seven innings of regula
tion play were no hitting fies
ta for the Tigers, they did man
age to keep an even keel with
New Mexico State to set up ex
tra innings. Still knotted at one
apiece heading into the tenth,
Pacific's bats began to get their
wake up call.
Tiger
catcher
Erica
Reynolds singled to right to
lead off the inning and made it
to second base on a sacrifice
by freshman Brandy Thurman. Forever the cunning
strategist, Pacific skipper Bri
an Kolze sent in freshman
Nicole Inouye as a pinch-run
ner for Reynolds, and the

M
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I
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Kelly Lowry led the Tigers in their splitter against New Mexico.
move proved to be shrewd.
Inouye scored the gamewinning run as Barbara
Moody lined out to New Mex
ico State third baseman Mel
Briggs, who fired a wild throw
to right field trying to double
up Inouye at second base.
Briggs' error was her third of
the game, and because of the
timing would be the one that
New Mexico State would
not
.vuuiutiui

be able to overcome.
In another sterling perfor
mance, Ball rung up seven K's
while scattering just a single
run on five hits for her 12th
victory of the season. With the
2-1 weekend record the Tigers
improve to 19-17 (5-4 Big
West) on the year and current
ly hold the fifth spot in the Big
West, just a game behind UC
oauut
Santa Dctruara.
Barbara.

Three leads, only one win for Pacific
R p K l l A k A l k l CT A n n
BENJAMIN
STARR

.
cific center fielder Nick
Guichard hit his first home
run of the season to lead off
the bottom half of the inning
for the Tigers.
Third baseman Rick Mor
ton drove in second baseman
Todd Bramble with a sacrifice
bunt to score Pacific's second
run of the game for a 2-1
Tiger lead.
The Gauchos rallied back
in the fourth inning, scoring
four runs to take a 5-2 lead.
UC Santa Barbara added two
runs in the fifth, one in the
eighth, and two in the ninth.
Pacific right-hander Steve
Fischer started the day on the
mound for the Tigers, lasting
six innings and recording six
strikeouts.
Fischer allowed 13 hits and
r .

Staff Writer

The Big West woes for the
Tiger Baseball team contin
ued this weekend as they lost
two of three to the UC Santa
jl Barbara Gauchos to
^drop to 2-10 in
^league and 19-15
" ^overall on Fri
day, April 7.
After the
Gauchos
scored a
run in the
top of the
first,

\

seven runs (five earned), be
fore being relieved by left
hander Kyle Albers in the
seventh inning.
Albers recorded one strike
out in his two innings on the
mound, allowing three runs
off of five hits before being
relieved by Gavin Marshall
in the ninth. Fischer suffered
the loss for the Tigers, falling
to 5-3 on the year.
Guichard had a successful
outing at the plate for the
Tigers, making his debut as
the lead-off hitter. He went 3for-5 with a home run, dou
ble, three runs scored, and
one RBI.
Saturday's result against
the Gauchos was much better
for the Tigers as they won for
onlv The second Time in

league play, 5-3.
With the game tied at 3-3
going into the bottom of the
sixth inning, right fielder
Richard Hackett drove in a
pair of runs with a single to
right field. Hackett went 2of-4 on the day with two RBI.
The Gauchos scored a run
in the first, before Pacific
added three runs of their
own. Hot hitting left fielder
Jason Walker drove in a pair
of runs with a double to
right-center field.
Chris Moreno drove in the
final run of the inning with a
bunt single to score Walker.
UCSB tied the game up with
two runs scored during the
second inning.

See Baseball, page!3

